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Reset your gut and boost digestive health in 7-days with a clear meal plan, guidance, and
recipes from the Gut Health Diet for Beginners.Gut health is essential to whole body health.
Offering the quickest plan to cleanse your microbiome, Gut Health Diet for Beginners kick-starts
your gut healthy diet to promote digestive health and healing in 7-days.From day one, this
general gut health diet eliminates the guesswork of starting a new eating regimen with useful
guidance, shopping lists, and preparation guides. With a clear meal plan—featuring 75 easy, 5-
ingredient recipes that you can choose from—Gut Health Diet for Beginners is a fast and
effective solution to find out if your body would benefit from following a gut healthy diet.Gut
Health Diet for Beginners includes:Gut health 101 that explains how gut health affects your
overall health, and outlines foods to enjoy and avoid to maximize results.7-day meal plan that
includes 75 clean and easy, 5-ingredient recipes with shopping lists and prep guides for every
week.5-steps for success that eliminate the stress of starting a new diet by guiding you through
kitchen and pantry prep, meal prep and planning, symptom tracking, plus healthy habits to
pursue alongside the diet.A guide for next steps that helps you select the best diet for your gut
health once you’ve completed the 7-day diet.Whether you decide to continue a general gut
health diet or commit to GAPS, AIP, or a low-FODMAP diet, Gut Health Diet for Beginners is your
introduction to a lifetime of gut healthy eating.

About the AuthorKITTY MARTONE is a certified Holistic Health Practitioner, Nutritional
Counselor, and chef. Kitty offers guidance and resources on health, wellness, and the ever-
changing world of the human microbiome through her podcast “Stuff Your Doctor Should Know”
and her website HealthyGutGirl.com.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Review“The
growing body of research on gut health is an asset to health practitioners, but it can be
intimidating and overwhelming if you are trying to create a gut-healthy diet. I have worked with
Kitty Martone on multiple Body Ecology Diet projects. She has an incredible ability to make
topics personal, and she guides and teaches with ease. Her book Gut Health Diet for Beginners
embodies every one of these qualities. She takes the complexity out of the incredibly daunting
subject of the microbiome, and helps set you up for success on your journey to a healthier
life."―Donna Gates, M.Ed., ABAAHP, world-renowned authority in the field of digestive health,
diet, and nutrition; and internationally bestselling author of The Body Ecology Diet and The Baby
Boomer Diet: Anti-Aging Wisdom For Every Generation"In Gut Health Diet for Beginners, Kitty
Martone offers a kinder solution to gut health. With a gentle and easy to follow 7-day diet
transition, simple and delicious recipes, and advice about creating ongoing gut health as your
microbiome heals, Martone offers a cogent argument that many health issues begin in the gut,
and she provides a comprehensive plan for true healing."―Karen Frazier, author of The Quick



and Easy IBS Relief Cookbook"If you’re searching for help with digestive issues, look no further
than Kitty Martone’s wonderfully simple and easy to understand Gut Health Diet for Beginners.
Kitty writes with the authority of someone who knows her stuff and the compassion of someone
who’s personally been through it. This book is packed with helpful, actionable information and is
replete with tips on foods to eat, kitchen equipment to have handy, meal plans, and shopping
lists. Best of all, it’s loaded with lots of delicious recipes that even the most kitchen-phobic
bachelor can make without breaking the bank."―Benjamin Fuchs, registered pharmacist and
nutritionist, and host of the nationally syndicated radio program Bright Side with Ben"In a society
focused on outcomes and results, it’s refreshing to see a diet that finally focuses on improving
the health of the gut microbiome. Gut Health Diet for Beginners provides a simple yet
comprehensive explanation of the relationship between the microbiome and overall health.
Packed with 75 recipes, practical meal plans, and other useful tips and tricks, this resource can
help you kick your health into first gear by resetting your gut and boosting digestive health in as
little as seven days.”―Kiran Krishnan, Research Microbiologist--This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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I would like to dedicate this book to those people struggling with an unidentifiable illness or
imbalance. The fatigue, the pain, the helplessness, the misinformation and conflicting “expert”
opinions and advice, the effort, and the cost may seem like a mountain impossible to traverse.
Stay focused on your goals and keep your journey simple. You were designed to thrive.
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IntroductionIstruggled with my health from birth, diagnosed with both spinal meningitis and
pneumonia before three months of age. The super antibiotics that I went on saved my life but
also nearly destroyed my immunity and later decalcified my teeth, along with the corn syrup–rich
baby formula given at the time, which left me with mercury fillings and silver crowns on most of
my baby teeth.All through my early years, I battled illness and had issues with my weight. I fell
victim to every cold, flu, and virus, and I suffered ear, nose, and throat issues as well as allergies.
I was always nauseous, and was constantly hurting myself because I was weak. I couldn’t keep
my eyes open in school, and my grades suffered. By the time I reached puberty, all my



symptoms compounded and others revealed themselves. As a young adult, I could barely hold
down a job because of the chronic illness. When I finally reached a dead end with conventional
medicine, I sought alternative help and education.Around this time I met my husband, the best
chiropractor in the world. He was the first “messenger” who came to me with the message of
whole-body healing—the idea that you cannot treat your symptoms and expect to thrive, but
rather you must address the root cause. This was new to me. His chiropractic method and his
holistic view on food and supplements started my healing journey. Our meeting also led me to
my education, which continues to this day. I became a holistic nutritionist, a master herbalist, a
holistic health practitioner, and a chef, and I even spent two years working as a childbirth
educator.I also met my next two mentors, my practitioner, Dr. Robert Marshall, and Donna
Gates, founder of Body Ecology and author of The Body Ecology Diet. This is where my
specialized education began. They both spent a tremendous amount of time and attention
studying what you eat and how you are digesting it. Sounds simple, but these two factors are
crucial when it comes to gut health. Dr. Marshall started me on a healing program, and I began
the Body Ecology Diet. Through the wisdom of these nutritional giants, I grew both personally
and professionally and began to see how I, too, could contribute to this field and help educate
others on the importance and value of gut health. But meanwhile, I struggled with my own
health.My exposure to so many diets and health programs as well as my work with so many
clients helped me to see a common thread with diets meant to help people with chronic health
concerns and gut problems. Most of these diets were too rigorous, too challenging, and often,
the extreme nature of these diets would catapult people into detoxification, or what are referred
to as Herxheimer reactions. This phase of adapting to a new diet can make some people worse
before they get better. Most diets do not do anything to help mitigate this natural transition, which
is primarily caused by the drastic shift that occurs when you cut out the sugar and toxic
ingredients and flood the body with healthy minerals and probiotics from clean foods. I liken it to
doing a full spring cleaning without buying any garbage bags to throw out the trash. This
happened to me. And as much as we all want our houses to be thoroughly cleaned in one day,
setting aside a few days to take on the whole process is far more productive than a quick fix, and
the results will last a lot longer.I personally felt much worse for almost two years before starting
to feel real improvement. I remember during that time, I wished for the very type of guidance that
this book offers: a more gentle and handheld transition. That phase I endured was enough to
make anyone quit. And that is what inspired this book. I wanted to help mitigate the
microorganism “die-off” reactions in people, as those reactions can be enough to make the
toughest person quit. In looking for a kindler, gentler way to adjust the body, I found that the
power of cooking at home and “cleaning up” your ingredients is enough to make big shifts in your
energy and how you feel in as little as seven days. I also found that increasing the daily intake of
vegetables through whole food vegetables and greens smoothies, as well as how you combine
your food when you eat it, has a tremendous and immediate impact on the gut.For many people,
a radical, extreme diet is not necessary; even if your gut concerns seem extreme, many issues



can be helped with some foundational basics that I address in this book. I have combined the
same general gut health principles found in all the specialty gut health diets. These include using
clean, anti-inflammatory ingredients, lowering sugar, eliminating unwanted chemicals and
preservatives, and including lots of whole food prebiotics and probiotics. In fact, this diet is what I
like to call “The Body Ecology Diet on training wheels.” It is a great way to dip your toe into gut-
healthy eating before committing to a more restrictive diet, if needed.Are you ready to learn
more? Let’s get started!

In part one of this book, you will learn why gut health is at the foundation of all wellness and
discover some of the fascinating research in an exploration of our microbiome. You’ll gain a
general understanding of gut dysfunction and many of the disorders that can arise from a gut in
distress. I’ll introduce you to the dietary principles of this diet and offer some helpful tips on how
to set up your kitchen and other useful secrets to success.
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C Wm (Andy) Anderson, “Tantalizing Recipes; Intriguing Philosophical Approach.
CONFESSION TIME: I've been fighting the battle of my bulge now for four years. I could say
longer than that, but, I wasn't honestly sacrificing to lose weight, so I will only say four years. I've
tried a lot of ways, including prepared meals as seen on TV (you know, the Marie Osmond
promoted product) but NOTHING has worked. Further, my health is declining, so I am becoming
ultra frustrated. Thus, in my quest I am open to just about anything, so long as it does not involve
drugs , pills, or surgery. (Mom tried that and it did little except for the period immediately after the
surgery.So, I bought this book, since the price was right at just a dollar. I'm going to give it a try,
but, for now, I'm just going to review the contents, the philosophy and fundamentals discussed
by the author, and the layout. In other words, I am going to review the book contents only.WHAT I
LIKE: I like that the author has explained, from her personal experience, why she concentrates
on gut health as a contributor to improving one's health. It sounds plausible, but, since I am not a
doctor I can't judge the worth of her statements. Further, although I do have a slightly favorable
disposition to non-GMO, and to free-range chickens, as well as to, in most circumstances,
organic farming, I'm not so sure, in terms of my health, that there is any associated value
demonstrable through testing. Still, as I stated, I do appreciate her hip shot and am open to
accept her statements at face value.I also like her attempts to help us quickly understand if the
recipe is vegetarian; prep time; serving size and nutritional analysis. Another point that I like, but
wish she had included in greater abundance, are photographs. Especially of the completed
meals.WHAT I WISH: I wish each dish, insofar as practicable, had an accompanying
photograph. There just aren't enough pictures.I also wish she had included a list of vendors that
readers could contact through email, telephone or on the web for supplies and equipment, as
many of the products are somewhat difficult to find in North Dakota.BOTTOM LINEI have no clue
as to whether this will result in my victory over obesity, but it is certainly a tantalizing option. My
one concern is whether I can obtain, and at what cost, the products shown in several of the
recipes.Four stars out of five. But, as my wife and I proceed with her dietary recommendations,
this rating could move up.”

The Joyce's, “real deal help. I really enjoy reading cookbooks and guides that promote plans
towards better health and often I find that I learn valuable bits and pieces that I can incorporate
into my lifestyle. However, as far as being able to actually follow through with their whole
suggested plans, rarely do I find that feasible. That’s where this book stands out. Not only do
you get super informative nuggets of stand alone info, but also a truly approachable action plan
and easy (and seemingly delish) recipes to help improve your gut health. Not too overwhelming
and like something I actually want to (AND COULD) do!  Highly recommend!”

Victoria Kieburtz, “Amazing Resource for the newly Gut-Health-Curious and Overwhelmed



Health Nut alike!. I think this book is a fantastic, simple and easy-to-follow guide towards taking
back one's gut health! There are so many extreme diets and methods out there (many of which I
have tried) and it's nice to have a streamlined version of what's really important, and where to
start. I am working more than full-time, as is my partner who is new to all things health-food so
this gives us some common ground and some tasty but healthy recipes to start with. I love the
idea of the Body Ecology Diet and the Whole 30 and many others, but it they are so restrictive
that I never seem to be able to commit. I think this book has found that necessary middle
ground, making checking-in and cleaning-up one's diet a manageable task with big long-term
rewards. Bravo Lady Martone!”

Emij206, “Very useful. I bought this after Cdiff and it was very useful in helping to know what
foods are easy to digest and what not to eat.”

Drilling III, “A sensible, do-able, "middle road", or bedrock diet.. I am not a chef, but am going to
work on this program. A very good synopsis of the deluge of advice and diets, all sorted and
screened into a very reasonable set of dietary adjustments. I'll bet her husband really is a great
chiropractor !”

Charles Martinez, “Great book on Gut health. Have really enjoyed reading and applying what we
read. Would strongly recommend this book”

Laura B, “Good info. I can't wait to try these recipes! Good information for the person who is just
dipping their toes in the water of gut health.  Not overwhelming at all!”

liam davies, “Brilliant. Brilliant book”

janrob68, “Gut health. Interesting read”

Jenna J Stevens, “Great Book. Easy to follow and understand”

The book by Kitty Martone has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 126 people have provided feedback.
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